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On February 1st, 2024, at approximately 2000 hours, a Historic Core BID safety officer conducting a patrol
was flagged down by the security at 802 S. Broadway (Apple Towers) regarding a male subject yelling in
the middle of the street and blocking traffic. The subject then proceeded to vandalize the business by

forcefully hitting the window. The Historic Core safety officer assessed the situation, listened to the
complaint, and advised the subject to relocate from the area. The subject complied and was escorted

out of the district, eastbound on 8th Street. 

On February 2, 2024, at approximately 08:05 hours, a Historic Core safety officer was conducting a patrol
and was flagged down by a Historic clean team member requesting assistance. The clean team

member informed the BID officer that there were multiple encampments and that the individuals were
loitering and consuming drugs. He further stated that he needed to power wash the sidewalk. Upon

arrival, the safety officer informed them of the violation and requested that they relocate. Following the
officer’s instructions, all three individuals gathered their belongings and relocated. The Cleaning crew was

able to conduct their job and power wash the sidewalk. The business owners in the area were also
thankful. 

On February 6, 2024, approximately 16:30 hours, a Historic Core safety officer responded to a call from 506 S.
Spring Street, regarding an individual that was obstructing the entrance door, preventing customers inside from

exiting. Upon arrival the officer-initiated contact, but the individual responded with aggression, expressing a
desire to engage in a verbal altercation. The officer, recognizing the escalating situation, gave himself space and

proceeded to communicate calmly and allowing the subject to express their frustration. The subject then
proceeded to gather his personal belongings and complied by departing from the business. The business owner

was very grateful for the outcome. 

On February 6, 2024, at approximately 16:48 hours, during routine patrol on the corner of 5th and Spring St.
Historic Core BID officer observed a male subject standing in the middle of the street blocking the bus lane and

causing a traffic jam. The subject was under the influence of a controlled substance and his behavior was
irrational. The subject was not based on logical reason or clear thinking. The BID officer remained calm and

attempted to restore rationality by creating a solution. The subject complied, got back into the public sidewalk
then became apologetic showing regret and departed from the district. 

On February 10th at approximately 0120 hours Historic BID officers received a call from the security officer
located at 460 S. Spring St regarding a force of entry to a building. Upon arrival BID officers secured the area
and contacted the onsite security officer. After further investigation it was determined that a large rock was
tossed at the glass door causing the glass door to shatter. BID officer assisted security personnel on feeling

secure and instructed them to remain calm until LAPD units arrived on scene to further investigate. The on-site
security officers reviewed surveillance cameras of the exterior of the complex but could not determine who
caused the property damage. The on-duty engineer assisted with boarding the glass door and the affected

area was secured. 
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On February 10th, at approximately 1755 hours Historic BID officers received a service call regarding a female
subject starting a fire on the North/East corner of 5th & Broadway. Upon arrival the BID officers observed
the arson act as the suspect willfully and maliciously set fire to trash that accumulated on the sidewalk.
The BID officers immediately took actions by securing the area and obtaining multiple water bottles to

cease the fire. The suspect appears to be under the influence of a controlled substance and the BID officers
ensure that she vacated from the district.

On February 13, at approximately 0239 hours Historic BID officers, while on patrol at 761 S. Broadway observed an
individual lingering around the area. The BID officer also notices graffiti vandalism at various locations of the complex.

The BID officers attempted to contact the subject, but he immediately began to depart from the area. The BID officers
then proceeded to contact the on-duty security guard of the business and informed him of the graffiti vandalism that

occurred. The BID officers then proceeded to place a service request clean-up to remove the vandalism from the
affected areas. 

On February 13, 2024, at approximately 0812 hours, Historic Core BID officer observed 5th St closed between Main and
Spring due to a police investigation. Reporting officer took notice of a white tent being set up on location. Upon further
investigation the Historic Core BID officer reported that a citizen had jumped off the building. Officer took initiative to
provide crowd control and redirect pedestrians to go around the scene to avoid any obstruction to the investigation.

Officers stood by until the coroner arrived and transported the body.

On February 19, 2024, at approximately 1540 hours, Historic Core BID officer received a service call by the Apple Tower at
802 S Broadway. Reporting party advised of a male subject disturbing guests and been belligerent towards pedestrians.

Upon arrival, the Historic Core BID officer noticed the subject inside of property disturbing employees and guests. The
subject was hostile and aggressive, BID officers immediately contacted the subject and attempted to de-escalate by

communicating calmly with the subject.  The subject ultimately complied with the officer’s demands and proceeded to
gather his personal belongings, relocated northbound on Broadway

On February 24, 2024, at approximately 1602 hours, multiple calls for service were placed regarding a female subject
who was undressing herself and touching herself inappropriately in front of a business at 550 S Main St. Upon arrival,

Historic Core BID officers observed the female subject entirely unclothed and under the influence of a controlled
substance. Officers made several attempts and convincing the female subject to put her clothes back on, but she
was incoherent with rage and uncooperative. BID officers observed that there were families and children in the area
and immediately used their bicycles to create a barricade and prevent further exposure from the subject. Officers
proceeded to contact LAPD for further assistance as their verbal commands were unsuccessful. LAPD arrived on

location and were able to get the female subject to cooperate. The subject then proceeded to comply and began
to put her clothes back on. The subject then relocated northbound Main St out of the district. 
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